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INTRODUCTION

Trekking from sea stage to excessive altitude reasons a cascade of physiological challenges 
all stemming from the discount in barometric strain and the following lower in the partial 
strain of oxygen. The decreased oxygen availability compromises one’s capacity to supply ox‐
ygen to the tissues, inflicting coronary heart fee and ventilatory quantity to boom even as ad‐
versely affecting mood, exercising tolerance, and usual well‐being. However, over time, people 
acclimatize to persisted excessive‐altitude publicity via way of means of increasing crimson 
blood cell quantity, boosting hematocrit and hemoglobin levels, and thereby presenting the 
tissues with extra oxygen. Athletes have tried to capitalize in this version via way of means 
of residing at excessive altitude for numerous weeks previous to athletic opposition even as 
preserving excessive‐in‐ tensity schooling at decrease altitude, i.e., stay excessive/teach low. 
Likewise, a comparable strategy has been proposed for astronauts to put together for extra‐
vehicular activity (EVA) during area flight. While it’s miles one component to lecture college 
students in a study room approximately how the human body responds and in the long run 
adapts to this particular environment, it’s miles pretty some other component to take college 
students to excessive altitude and allow them to enjoy those adjustments for themselves . Such 
become the reason of Harper and Webster, who took a collection of college‐elderly college 
students on an excursion to the highlands of Bolivia (>4000 m) for three weeks. They docu‐
mented the predicted deleterious short‐time period outcomes of altitude on oxygen saturation 
and acute moun‐ tain illness in addition to cognitive and visible response times. However, 
additionally they reported superb consequences touching on non‐public growth, resilience, 
teamwork, and environmental awareness. Outward Bound™ and different excursion‐fashion 
applications have demon‐ strated comparable sizable profits in numerous consequences along 
with self‐concept, locus of control, and leadership. The literature related to excursion‐fashion 
instructional stories become reviewed via way of means of Stott, who characterised the scholar 
consequences right into a version of non‐public improvement primarily based totally on Gre‐
enaway’s four‐component simplified improvement framework of po‐ tential growths: upward 
growth (understanding potential), outward growth (getting to know approximately others), 
inward growth (getting to know approximately self), and downward growth

For Altitude Physiology, these pitfalls included those posed by the terrain similar as inor‐
dinate fatigue and acute mountain sickness as well as those from the position where exigency 
access and assistance was limited. Alma College was particularly helpful in furnishing 24 h a 
day/ 7 ‐ days a week “ on ‐ call” availability for backing with medical extremities and pivotal 
com ‐ munication with parents. Maybe the most important consideration was the plasticity of 
the pupil exploration systems. This needed much allowed regarding how outfit 

and inventories could be safely transported from Alma, Michigan to the 10th Mountain 
Division hooches near Vail, CO. In our case, this needed the services of a veritably dated snow 
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cat that hauled our outfit and supplies up the mountain to the hooches that served as our base 
camp. In all, the Altitude Physiology class needed significant commitment and planning by 
faculty members and the institution but redounded in substantial fulfillment of literacy objects 
by scholars that carried over for times after completion of the class.
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